Wabbit System Technical Description
This solution is based on the most recent innovations in IoT, namely the LoRa communication
platform, and the MQTT communication protocol. This was combined with very cost-effective
hardware (the PIC Microcontroller for Wabbit Nodes and a Rasberry Pi for the Wabbit Base).

100%

PROUDLY SOUTH-AFRICAN
Wabbit is a general platform, 100% proudly SouthAfrican, which means it is cost effective, with an
understanding of African conditions.

TECHNOLOGY
The solution is scalable to be used as a stand-alone unit for the localised optimisation and management of
resources at home, or as an innovative, self-discovering cloud-based software which requires minimum
human intervention to function across multiple industries. It also includes data analytics capabilities, using
platforms such as Power BI, R and Python as tools that simplify the language of advanced analytics to enable
better insights.

MOBILITY
The system includes an innovative cross-platform (Android, Windows, Apple) Mobile app, which is
developed in Visual Studio, utilising the Xamarin platform for app development, and Syncfusion for
advanced graphing capabilities.

SENSORS
The technology provides a low-cost, powerful environment to not only monitor various items, but also
to make local control decisions, using Node-Red on the Wabbit Base. An example would be to monitor
water parameters, control these parameters and therefore achieve significant savings, and a decrease
of downtime of mission-critical systems.
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COST EFFECTIVE
Competitive solutions from abroad are exposed to ROE fluctuations, are generally more expensive, and
system support is difficult as a result of differing time zones. Apart from CPU’s and communication chips, the
system is 100% South-African developed, with no constraints on its development, markets or geographical
implementation. There is also significant opportunity to export the solution and technology, especially to the
rest of Africa.

WATER OPTIMISATION
The Wabbit platform can be the eyes and ears for municipalities, rural Africa, mines, agriculture and
industrial clients. Water is the most important element for human settlements, and needs constant
supervision and control in order to use it efficiently and prevent losses.

ENERGY
Not far behind water, is energy. Managing energy usage correctly, and ideally combining grid connection
with local renewable sources and storage, could create a stable source of energy if monitored and
controlled correctly.

Our Story
Having officially started business on
1 March 2011, BBEnergy has grown to
become highly sought-after specialists
for multiple-industry energy and water
management solutions.

